
Golf Tournaments, Bachelor or Bachelorette Parties, 

Weddings, Golf Trips, Corporate or Giveaways 

Outings, Gifts for any Occasion, etc.

Custom Orders Available!

Position

Place your Stogie Ball into one of the 

available golf ball holders on the golf cart, 

open end up.  Adjust the angle as needed to 

accommodate the length of your cigar and 

the specific configuration of the golf ball 

storage area of the golf cart itself.

Prepare

Light your cigar ensuring that it is evenly and 

throughly burning to guarantee the optimal 

smoking experience.

Secure

During golf shots, insert your burning cigar 

into the Stogie Ball lip-side down with the 

burning side facing upward.  This postioning 

is crucial as it aids in maintaining a 

consistent burn and ensures robust draw 

while you enjoy your round of golf.

Enjoy

Enjoy your cigar between shots without the 

inconvenience of searching for a resting 

place.  Simply place your cigar in your Stogie 

Ball as you play your shot, and then 

comfortably remove it.  Rinse and repeat!

How to Use Stogie Balls:

Contact

Tim Wolff

Founder & President
(720) 940-6897

tim@stogieballs.com

Stogie Balls are Ideal for:

www.stogieballs.com

Creating function, style and character

Be the envy of your playing partners with 

Stogie Balls, the perfect playing 

companion.



As a passionate golfer and a cigar enthusiast, 

I frequently encountered a persistent 

challenge: where to safely rest my burning 

cigar while I am taking my next shot.  Like 

many others, this interrupted my enjoyment 

and became a distraction.

After years of frustration and the cost of 

ineffective products, I was motivated to 

develop and test my own concept.  This 

pursuit led me to conduct exhaustive market 

research and engage a diverse group of 

stakeholders, including golfers, those who 

enjoy cigars, golf course staff professionals, 

merchandisers, tournament coordinators and 

cigar companies.

Through this collaboration, I crafted a 

sophisticated design that addresses all the 

practical needs for a golfer-smoker.  The 

result is Stogie Ball, a customizable, 

handcrafted solution designed to enhance 

the golfing and smoking experience.

A Game-Changer

Protect Your Fleet of Golf Carts

No more using the footwell, cooler, roof or 

seat to rest your burning cigar during shots. 

 Stogie Balls provides the solution to help 

to prevent costly damages to your fleet of 

golf carts.

Keep Your the Greens Pristine

Reduce the litter from partially smoked and 

misplaced cigars scattered around the 

course.

Improve the Safety on Your Course

Stogie Balls lowers the risk of accidental 

fires.  This solution safeguards the golf 

course, facilities and surrounding 

properties from potential damage.

Innovative Disposal Solution

Stogie Balls patent-pending design offers a 

safe method to extinguish cigars, 

preventing improper disposal in golf carts, 

on paths or around course facilities.  This 

practical design keeps the course and 

surrounding areas clean and free of any 

unwanted cigar debris.

Unique Retail Item

They are a standout retail accessory for any 

golf course facility.

For Golf Facilities

Unique Gift & Keepsake

Stogie Balls are a collectible keepsake that 

can be used repeatedly, adding a 

memorable touch to any golf outing.

Hassle-Free Cigar Storage

Stogie Balls offer a dedicated, secure holder 

for burning cigars during golf shots, 

significantly reducing the risk of misplaced 

or lost cigars.

Optimal Burn & Draw

Stogie Balls design promotes a consistent 

burn and draw, minimizing the need to 

frequently re-light it.

Ash Control

Stogie Balls are designed to limit the 

dispersion of ash.  Positioned under or on 

the dash of the golf cart, they prevent ash 

from excessively blowing onto players' 

clothing.

Efficient Extinguishing Method

Once you have finished enjoying your cigar, 

Stogie Balls provide a safe and convenient 

way to extinguish it, ensuring that both 

safety and etiquette are upheld on the 

course.

For Golfers and Cigar Enthusiasts




